Emendations to *The Golden Sun of the Great East*

All page-and-line references are to the 1989 edition. The changes cited here appeared in the 2001 edition, our most recent.

Page 17, line 7 - 10 . . . empowers ministers, §
. . . have them execute . . .
. . . the ministers are inscrutable . . .
. . . test that they are not . . .

17, 13 Humanity must have its king: §

17, 15 If humanity has . . .

17, 17 One who . . .

17, 1up Why should humans not . . .

23, 4 . . . of humanity is . . .

23, 6-8 Human beings receive confidence. §
Human life exists in the heart; §
The heart . . .

23, 14 . . . of the human heart §

23, 22-24 From this, human beings break the law. §
From this, human beings obey the law. §
. . . of humanity . . .

23, 1up . . . IN THE HUMAN HEART. §

25, 9 That person without deception §

25, 11-12 . . . and vast, §
Adorning its . . .

25, 14 Burning the sap of the cedar, the life-tree §

25, 16-19 *(Delete entire line.)*
Collecting the soot . . .
And adding the six essential ingredients, §
That person of exertion, §
Arrange the golden...
You should...

Relax your muscles...
Tighten the ring...

Hold the beautiful...

Dip the brush...

Stir it right...

Surrender eyes, ...

And touch the tip...
To your tongue...
Thus take the oath...
... in its prime

The warrior’s arm extends to ...

Place the primordial ...

Directing your mind ...

Make the ring ...
You should ...

... of your arm §
... of the brush. §
... in your heart, §

You should...

You should...

You should...

... in your heart, §
Relax your grip...

Once again, tighten your grip. §

Meditate that ...

Pressing the brush, draw it...
You should . . .

Press and press extremely. §
At this point, your attention . . .

Cut the brush . . .

Again rest your mind . . .

Train in performing . . .

You should always . . .

You should always . . .

You should always . . .